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Abstract: On the Internet of Vehicle (IoV) devices, offloading data is the major
problem because massive amounts of data generate energy consumption, and
the execution cost is high. At present, accidents traffic management is highly pro-
minent due to increased vehicles among the population. IoV is the only technol-
ogy to help the transport system effectively. This data outreach the memory also
has high energy consumption, and the storage cost is high. To overcome these
issues, a Mobility aware Offloading scheme with Multi-Objective Immune Opti-
mization algorithm (MOS-MOIO) is used in the cloud storage. The data is gener-
ated from the online sensor system. The generated information must alert the IoV
users with a useful data offloading scheme. The result of the data offloading is
evaluated with various performance metrics.

Keywords: Internet of vehicles; offloading; multi-objective immune optimization;
offloading scheme; mobility aware offloading scheme

1 Introduction

Vehicles have become an indispensable aspect of people’s daily lives as transportation has progressed.
Vehicle use is increasing, making it more difficult to operate the current transportation system the likelihood
of traffic collisions in metropolitan areas. As a result, the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) has gotten many bride
attentions under the Internet of Things. Already, it has been deployed primarily in urban traffic environments.
In contrast to conventional transportation systems, the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) focuses on information
sharing between vehicles, humans, and roadside units (RSUs), with the purpose of enabling users to
obtain real-time traffic information readily. On the Internet of Vehicles, sensors and microcontrollers in
roadside equipment build an intelligent vehicle grid.

The resource-constraint such as storage, battery, central processing unit (CPU) are important issues in
internet of things (IoT) devices. These devices work with the remote cloud sensors and helps to offload
the requested tasks and complete the tasks [1]. The real-time routing helps the user and helps to improve
their driving experiences. This routing also improves the efficient operation of traffic [2]. The data
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collected from these devices were stored in the cloud platform. Data offloading is the central issue in the
Cloud platform because there is data traffic in the networks.

The primary distinction between edge computing and cloud computing is that edge computing moves
the jobs to the edge server close by, which can incredibly lessen the postponement of the job and decrease
the capacity on the cloud terminal, and at a similar time has better security. In the dumping system, the
allocation of unstable tasks might lead to specific servers’ unnecessary capacity. When the capacity of
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) servers is temperamental, it will influence the server execution and even
lead to server disappointment. Then again, the energy burned-through in the activity measure is likewise
one of the estimation models [3]. Hence, while assigning resources, it is fundamental to upgrade the
capacity and energy utilization of many MEC servers to lessen the cost of edge hardware [4–6].

Moreover, a computation job needs to process a set of data that the user must analyze, with some (or all)
of the data being offloaded to the MEC server. Data offloading is the major problem in the existing system,
and there are energy consumption and computational cost problems. To overcome this problem, the proposed
method, Multi-objective immune optimization for data offloading, helps to focus on the challenge of
effective resource management and intelligent (partial) data offloading techniques. The complete
offloading decision-making process is carried out by incorporating and implementing a realistic cognitive-
behavioral paradigm for the involved IoT entities. The proposed technique helps to reduce uploading
delay, server energy consumption, and load balancing.

The rest of our research article is written as follows: Section 2 consists of a brief study of existing IoV
offloading and mobility aware offloading scheme (MOS) with multi-objective immune optimization
methods. Section 3 describes the working principle of the proposed model. Section 4 evaluates the result
and gives a comparison of different algorithms. Section 5 concludes the research work.

2 Related Works

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) and Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) are based on mobility
portable applications [7]. The vehicle network 5G Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) is used to improve
the act. The communication used in this network runs the program in the fast and reliable mode [8]. A
data communication scheme based on a safe and mobility-sensitive device and task scheduling schemes
assisted by mobile drones in MANET has been the subject of in-depth studies in bibliographical studies
[9–11]. Based on MANET, these studies proposed first come first serve (FCFS), Opportunistic Load
Balancing, and min Max schemes to solve the problem of unloading and scheduling with security
constraints. The Software-Defined Network helps to distribute to compute node services geographically.
The knowledge task of distributed fog node services supporting mobility is based on the Software-
Defined Network scheduling schemes studied by this work [12–15].

The primary purpose is to deploy road unit computing and communication nodes for vehicle
applications in MANET. The goal was to minimize the latency and response time of user-level
applications. However, the above studies have individually addressed the offloading or scheduling of IoT
applications in their considered issues. In addition, the problems of joint unloading and planning are
analyzed [16–19] with security constraints in the onboard vehicle network Methods based on linear
simulated annealing search, local search, and the standard and various earliest finishes are suggested.
However, some methods provide centralized security for particular nodes (for example, on local nodes
and computing/communication nodes), regardless of the overall network situation.

Power allocation is sent in Edge Computing systems that have many jobs done independently. However,
a low-complexity sub-optimal method [20] was devised that optimize the task offloading scheduling and
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resource allocation. The algorithm reduced the weighted sum of the device’s execution delay and energy
consumption, which leads to minimizing the energy consumption and execution latency simultaneously.

The above studies have looked into multi-objective optimization for offloading the computing tasks in
IoV for Edge Computing. Still, load balancing is considered an issue while considering both time and energy
consumption. The proposed MOS-MOIO algorithm has a precise global search capacity to solve the Multi-
optimization problem. As a result, this paper presents a method for data offloading based on the MOS-MOIO
approach. Thus, the Immune method is an intellectual exploration method stimulated by the natural immune
method. For optimizing the issues, the immune method is used with antigens. Every antibody in the immune
method gives a possible outcome.

3 Proposed MOS with Multi-Objective Immune Optimization for Data Offloading

In recent days, IoV has been used among vehicles. It collects the data from the vehicles, and then it is
monitored. In IoV systems, data offloading plays a significant role [21]. In the existing systems, data
offloading is very challenging. The proposed method helps to reduce the offloading of data energy
consumption and provides security to the data. Fig. 1 shows the architecture model of MOS with Multi-
Objective Immune optimization.

IoT devices help to collect the data with number of sensors. Then the data are stored in the cloud, in this
stage huge collection of data was given to the cloud, therefore the data offloading is caused. To reduce this,
Mobility aware offloading scheme (MOS) is used. The architecture model Fig. 1 shows that MOS with a
multi-objective immune optimization algorithm efficiently reduces the data offloading. It gives security
mobility to the system. Multi-Objective Immune optimization algorithm reduces the delay of the mobile
user; reduces the server’s energy consumption. Therefore, the user can easily access the data by mobile
applications.

3.1 MOS
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The data is transferred between various nodes during mobility, which is cared for by mobility aware
offloading scheme (MOS). In the computing node, the task is scheduled. Before encryption, the hash data
is computed with task i and node K1. When task i is moved to another node, K2, the K2 decrypts the
data. The process continues till it reaches the optimal solution. To offload the task, the online offloading

Figure 1: Architecture model of MOS with a multi-objective immune optimization algorithm
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engine takes a proper decision. It is also a part of the encryption and decryption process for security in Eqs.
(1) and (2).

Algorithm 1: Mobility task offloading.

Input: i, a, K \\ Number of tasks, applications, and Nodes

Output: optimized node.

for each (i∈a∈A as N &K∈k) do
If(To==True)then

αA,I = 1; \\Apply encryption to the task

BCH [To,Si]) hash(SI,IA); \\ BCH stores the hash values

Calculate the costs of the system by using Eq. (1)

BCH [To,Si]) hash(SI,Ik);

P1 is optimized; \\ partially initialized

If(1-T΄o) then

Calculate the costs of the system by using Eq. (2)

BCH [1-T΄o,Si,K]) K;

P1 is optimized; \\ partially initialized

If(K∈k∈0)then
K = 0 \\ crashed nodes;

K = 1 \\ Stable nodes;

(Si, K1))K2; \\ decrypt the task data and store it in the nodes

end-loop

Algorithm 1 first depicts that the task data is decrypted and then re-calculates the hash data. After that, it
is compared with hash value and stored in the cloud. Then the offloaded task data is taken from the sender.
The task is calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2). Tab. 1 provides details about the parameters of Eqs. (1) and (2).

Table 1: Description and parameters used in the equation

Parameters Description

A Number of applications

I Tasks

k Number of hybrid nodes

DSA,I Data size

DA,I Deadline

ba Bandwidth of network

ETeA,I Execution time
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3.2 Model of Time Consumption

The user can face unloading delay issues; it is one of the important criteria. It depends on the size of the
unloading delay. The upload delay can be given in Eq. (3) as:

TAioff ¼ ci=uv2e (3)

Thus v2e is used to move byte rate from vehicle to V2E. Task processing delay is evaluated by the
following Eq. (3):

TAiExe ¼ zi=
Zj

v � uj (4)

The delay of processing of task is taski shown in the Eq. (4).

Algorithm 2: MOS with Multi-Objective immune optimization

Input: |C|, |VE|, np, G max, P, M, Zj, Cj

Output: Possible outcome l, e

begin

C, n) Initialize tasks to server

pop(0)) assigns values to the population

verify the server system steps by using Algorithm 1

Pop(1)) Perform the process of Non-dominant sort

for i = 1 to Gmax do

q(i))Choose the process(Pop(i), np/2)

t(i))Immune process q(i) by using Algorithm 2

p(i+1))Finish the size of the population np

Process the functions

r(i)) (p(i+1))\\ non-dominant sorting to the process

end for

End begin

Algorithm 2 shows the process of the algorithm. Initially, the population is allocated, and using
constraints helps compute the fitness worth. The algorithm works with the non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm III (NSGA-III), producing a possible outcome.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, a series of complex simulations and tests are carried out to assess the performance of the
proposed MOS-MOIO approach. The simulation process is explored with the help of Parameter settings for
simulation and the statement of the relative offloading techniques. The proposed MOS-MOIO approach is
evaluated with the help of various vehicle scales on the metrics of load balancing, execution cost,
execution time, and energy consumption of the relative offloading techniques.

The five different vehicle scales are used in our simulation, with the number of vehicles set to 30, 60, 90,
and 120. In parallel to our MOS-MOIOmethod, we use additional fundamental offloading techniques such as
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MABOS and MOIA to conduct the comparison study. The Mobility Aware Blockchain Enabled offloading
scheme (MABOS) tackled blockchain-enabled and motion-aware cross task offloading and scheduling
problems with a vehicular cloud network. It cuts the price of communication and processing in vehicle
applications. During formulation, the problem constraints, such as network capacity, job deadlines, and
node resource load, are considered. The terminals are heterogeneous, decentralized fog devices and a
centralized cloud to handle user-generated queries. The multi-objective immune algorithm (MOIA)
established a vehicle-to-vehicle optimization model to handle the job unloading target problem whenever
the vehicle drove all over the region. The server energy demand and load balancing were optimized to
improve minimum delay. It made multi-objective optimization of unloading latency, server energy
demand, and load attempting to balance feasible.

The task is first offloaded to the nearest edge computing devices in most scenarios. If the task to be
offloaded requires more resources than the current devices provide, it is offloaded through the algorithm
to find a minimum path on edge devices close to the present one. This method is repeated until the
devices are offloaded of all tasks. On a personal computer (PC) with two AMD Ryzen-7 3700U 2.3 to 4
GHz processors and 4 GB RAM, the methods are implemented using CloudSim simulation tools. In the
succeeding sections, the evaluation outcomes are displayed in detail.

4.1 Result Evaluation of Execution Cost

Execution cost is based on the number of tasks and the number of seconds to complete the task. Initially,
the data are offloaded to the server. It executes each task. In the proposed system, it is minimized. Fig. 2
shows the evaluation of execution cost. The proposed method takes 58.25 s to execute 700 tasks.
Compared with the existing system, the proposed method efficiently executes the tasks, and the execution
cost is reduced by using an intellectual exploration ability of the Immune method.

4.2 Evaluation of Unloading Delays

In each task, the unloading delay is a significant constraint. It differs according to the number of Vehicles
and number of tasks. There is a transmission delay in the existing systems; therefore, to process the task, there
is a delay. The proposed methods help to reduce the unloading delays. Using MOS with a multi-objective
immune optimization algorithm efficiently reduces the unloading delays and calculates the execution,
time of response, offloading time, and transmission time.

Fig. 3 shows the execution time evaluation using the number of vehicles; 150 vehicles are used for
evaluation, and the execution time is reduced.

Figure 2: Evaluation of execution cost
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4.3 Evaluation of Resource Utilization

The virtual machine (VM) instances in each device are occupied after offloading all tasks to the edge
devices using computational offloading methods. Fig. 4 shows the resource utilization of edge devices
with different vehicle scales with MABOS, MOIA, and MOS-MOIO. The number of working edge
devices and the number of occupied VM instances in each edge device are used to calculate resource
consumption. The resource consumption increases when fewer employed devices and more occupied VM
instances. Our suggested approach MOS-MOIO achieves greater and steadier resource usage, as shown in
Fig. 4. MOS-MOIO uses fewer resources and minimizes the number of idle VM instances than other
offloading techniques.

4.4 Evaluation of Load Balancing

The load balancing efficiency is compared in Fig. 5 to avoid the circumstance where some edge devices
degrade due to overload or some resources are squandered due to underload. It demonstrates that our
proposed approach, MOS-MOIO works better at load balancing at a lower rate. In contrast to the
MABOS and MOIA schemes, the load balancing capability of the MOS-MOIO scheme improves as the
number of vehicles increases. The load balancing rate, on the other hand, rises as the vehicle scales grow
larger, implying that load balancing becomes more difficult as the number of vehicles rises. In

Figure 3: Evaluation of time of execution
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Figure 4: Evaluation of resource utilization
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comparison to MABOS and MOIA, the suggested MOS-MOIO technique spreads jobs more uniformly
across servers.

4.5 Evaluation of Energy Consumption

We analyze three distinct offloading mechanisms for energy consumption efficiency with varying
vehicle scales in Fig. 6. MOS-MOIO uses less energy than other offloading methods, as illustrated in
Fig. 6 since it consumes less energy from idle VM instances. This indicates that MOS-MOIO wastes
fewer resources than other offloading methods. All offloading strategies increase the energy consumption
of active VM instances as the number of tasks rises.

5 Conclusion

The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a promising technology; it is widely used nowadays. In this technology,
minimizing its cost and reducing the data offloading is more complicated. The existing methods do not
provide a resourceful data offloading. This proposed methodology, MOS with Multi-Objective Immune
Optimization algorithm, minimizes the data offloading efficiently. Also, it reduces the cost of execution,
unloading delays, and energy utilization. Cloud storage is used to enhance the security of the data;
therefore, data security is increased. The proposed method executes all the tasks with a low execution
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Figure 5: Evaluation of load balancing
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Figure 6: Evaluation of energy consumption
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cost. It attains 58.25 s for executing the tasks. The machine learning technology will give more efficient data
offloading in future research. It gives a more user-friendly environment to the user.
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